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SOS programs educate students and
residents about the amazing creatures
found on coral reefs and in our vast
oceans and the ways that humans can
protect and restore these ecosystems!
Become an SOS Sponsor!

One Person Can Make A Difference!
фф
Invest in education, research,
and management of the world’s oceans
фф

Strengthen marine protection

фф
Improve our scientific
understanding of human impacts to
marine ecosystems and
фф
Educate our youth and the
people of this Ocean Planet.

“Ina malama kakou i ke kai, na ke kai e malama ia kakou”
If WE take care of the sea, the sea will take care of us.
We are all living on islands...

SOS projects:

island continents, island nations,
islands connected by global air and
water currents.

•

The Ocean is our greatest natural
resource! As stewards of our sea, we
all share a responsibility to Preserve,
Protect and Restore the sea for future
generations. Through education and
research, we can protect the many
economic and cultural benefits it
provides.

•

Let’s inspire local communities
to understand and care for our
immense, fragile and mysterious
seas.
If we want to continue using the
ocean for our sustenance, we must
be efficient in our use of its resources
for long-term survival. We must
prepare ocean communities for a
time when they may be forced to
utilize the coral reef to its greatest
potential.

•

•

Raise public awareness about
the importance and fragility of
our oceans.
Educate local communities
about managing human
activities related to the oceans.
Promote “Ocean Pulse”
stewardship activities,
including educational events.
Strengthen existing ocean
networks, databases and
information exchange.

SOS needs your assistance! We
invite you to join and support SOS.
Let us work together to show the
community and business world
that you are active in innovative
education projects that promote
ocean health and community
resource preservation.
“I was just reflecting on how
lucky we are to have you share
your expertise with us... The kids
were bursting with ideas and
sharing what they saw. Parents
were thrilled! I felt it was magical
and just want to extend my
gratitude to you for all that you
do…” Lisa Mireles - Principal Kula
Elementary, Kilauea, Kaua’i

Scientifically proven & culturally
acceptable solutions DO exist !
Submit your articles, ADVERTISE,
Let’s show the world you care!
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SOS Conception (Hurricane Iniki):
September 11, 1992

SOS Current Projects
SOS Blue Tube – Underwater
Multimedia Productions. HI and CA.

SOS Formed: January -1993
Open Ocean Recycling Program/
Marine Pollution Survey TransPac Yacht Race - July 1993 &
July 2003
“SOS Hawaii Oceans Day”:
Governor Cayetano Proclaims in
Perpetuity, June 8, 1995
Video Production - State-wide
Community TV: 1995 - 2008
SOS International Clean
Oceans Conference Princeville
Resort: 1996, 1997, 1998 (Maui) &
2007 - 10 year Anniversary Reef
Check
Clean Ocean Fest: Hanalei Bay &
Princeville Resort: 2004, 2005
Ocean Pulse (Marine Education)
Kula High School:  1996, 1997,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Reef Check (first ever), Hanalei
Bay, Princeville Resort: June 11,
1997
North Shore Coral Reef Surveys:
1997-2008

SOS History
Est. 1993
Award Winning Website @ The
Dawn of the Internet
Ke’e Lagoon and Reef Flat
Baseline Study: 1999
Ocean Pulse AU: Great Barrier Reef,
Australia: 2002-2004
Ocean Pulse: MBTA (Myron B.
Thompson Academy): 2003-2004
Ocean Pulse @ Sea Mayor Baptiste
drug-free boating trips: 2003-2006
SOS 10 year Anniversary Benefit:
October 24, 2003
Summer @ Sea Student
Adventures and Education: Summer
2004, 2005, 2006
SOS Hawai’i Ocean Film Festival
(HOFF): 1994 – 1999, 2003
!

Ocean Pulse HI: Kula High,
Intermediate and Elementary
Ocean Pulse CA: Community
presentations, CA
Improving sustainable island
and coastal management visions
through improved environmental
education programs and teacher
trainings
Kaua’i Marine Awareness Project:
Marine Education Signage @ high
traffic areas and hotels
OP@Sea: Whale & Sail with Capt.
Andy’s! ~ Whale Watch & Marine
Mammal Curriculum to local schools
Educational Slide shows with Reef
Guides Hawai’i: Malama Ke Kai:
North and South Shore Resorts  
2009 - 5th Clean Ocean
Conference
SOS MEC (Sustainable Ocean
Studies - Marine Education
Center)

Limahuli Gardens “Ahupua’a
Project”: 1998-1999, 2003 -2006

“SOS strives to ensure access
for all island residents to its
educational resources, through
partnerships, combining the efforts
of SOS staff and volunteers in
community based as well as global
marine awareness activities.”
Robin Mazor – University of Hawai’i
Program Evaluator

The world’s oceans are OUR
“Living Classrooms”

The Truth About Hawaiian Sharks
Terry Lilley

This story was given to me by a very special Hawaiian lady in Po’ipu and was typed with one of the first
typewriters in Hawai’i. The story was told by Mrs. Elizabeth K. Medeiros of Kalaheo; Great-Great Grandmother of Haalou
(the spelling and punctuation are transcribed from the original document). Over 100 years ago, on a beautiful sunny
summer day, a young girl went down to the beach by Spouting Horn on the south shore of Kaua’i to collect opihi shells...
When I was a girl my father was a cow-boy. He would bring home tripe from where he worked and
my mother would clean it. We would carry it by bucketfuls to the place where we fished. My father would
feed it to the fish (he did not tell us what kind of fish he was feeding). We used to ask, “Why do you feed
good food to the fish?” He said, “We MUST feed the fish.”
In a cave by Nomilo fish pond there lived a very old shark. This was our family shark god (aumakua).
My father fed the shark every time we went fishing. If the old shark did not come up for food then the men
would dive down and take food to the shark! He never hurt the Hawaiians that fed him. He was friendly to
us and he would guide the people in their canoes where-ever they needed to go.
One day some boys and girls were picking ‘Opihi by Spouting Horn.
Now, my mother and father always told us, “Never turn your okole (backside) to the ocean. Always
watch the waves.” But I turned my face to the mountain and bent over to pick an ‘opihi. One big wave
pushed me off the rocks and carried me far out into the water. When I came to my senses it seemed as
if I was standing on rocks with sea-weed all around. It seemed like the land was coming to me. I saw my
sisters and friends and called, “Come and get me, come help me!”
When I somehow got to land, my sister and I vowed not to tell our parents.
We did not tell our parents because we knew they had warned us, “never have the ‘okole facing
the ocean.” Some time later, when neighbors and friends came to our house to get fruit and vegetables,
we sat under the mango tree eating mangoes. My sister was telling about my falling in the ocean and my
mother heard.
So - she came to know and she explained to us how I reached land again. We had always been
taught when fishing or picking limu (seaweed) to always pray first to heaven then pray to the ocean.
When I thought I was standing on rocks and seaweed and it seemed the land was coming to me I knew
that the shark had helped me.
PAU (The end.)
As a marine biologist that has studied sharks and ocean creatures for 40 years, I pray to the ocean spirits
every time I drop down with my SCUBA gear into the middle of a school of sharks. Good science and the belief
that sharks are not man eaters, has allowed me to have many wonderful face-to-face shark encounters. I could
show you that these creatures are not normally dangerous to people and are extremely important to our ocean
environment. My aumakua (ancestral spirit) is a shark. Hawaiians for thousands of years knew how to connect
with sharks as they understood that they were our protectors.
“Jaws,” the movie, literally ruined hundreds of years of science and education about sharks! I hope to reeducate the public on the “truth about sharks”. I give talks to local schools so children have the proper education
about sharks and other ocean creatures. Over the past ten years I have dove with many bull sharks, reef sharks,
tiger sharks and even great whites. I have never been in a shark cage! I have been with divers where we dumped
50 pounds of fish guts and blood all around us and had several large bull sharks come in and gently feed without
bothering us.
In Hawai’i tiger sharks eat lobster, fish, sea turtles and other dead or sick animals. A shark may
accidentally bite a surfer thinking it is a turtle or seal. This is very rare but it sometimes happens, much like being
hit by a drunk driver who swerves into your lane head on. More surfers get hurt by the nature of the sport than any
altercation with a shark.
In December 2004 I did a series of SCUBA dives at Makua (Tunnels) Reef on the north shore of Kaua’i.
The reef below drops off sharply from five feet to over fifty feet deep. The reef is called “Tunnels Reef” because it
is filled with room size caves that connect and twist through the living rock and reef. The Hawaiian name Makua
translates to protector or guardian; and this is what this reef does to the shore and lagoon. Lobsters, that are
usually active at night, are walking around mid-day in the caves. Many sea turtles venture into the caves to sleep.
In one cave I sat watching three turtles, five large white tip reef sharks, and a dozen lobsters all just hanging

out together! It is a unique place to SCUBA dive. Large tiger sharks often cruise
through the caves looking for a meal. I was going from one large cave through a
small opening to another cave, when a large tiger shark was going in the opposite
direction. At first I wasn’t sure what I was looking at, as I looked directly into a
rack of shiny teeth! The tiger shark just looked at me with his beady little eyes and
passed by, not caring a bit about my presence in his domain. As I left the cave, I
looked up and saw the bottom of a surfboard cruising by on a nice wave, 50 feet
above me. I have surfed Makua many times and I knew this surfer was ready to
tuck into a nice barrel. Little did he know the tiger shark below was looking for
lunch!
Sharks have electromagnetic sensors (called the ampullae of Lorenzini)
under their snout that can pick up vibrations in the water up to a mile away! They
can tell the difference between a human heartbeat and that of a fish, turtle, or
seal. They can tell the difference between human blood and fish blood. When a
surfer cuts his foot on the reef and bleeds in the water, the sharks know it, but
they do not always respond. If a fish is wounded and bleeding the sharks respond
immediately looking for an easy meal. Sharks are the vultures of the ocean and they usually eat the old, sick, or
wounded sea creatures. If they were not around, the beach would be littered with dead stinky animals.
One day at Po’ipu, on the south shore of Kaua’i, I went spear fishing after surfing right outside a popular
surf spot. I was on my way back up to the surface with a nice to’au (snapper) on my three pronged sling and out
of nowhere, a six foot white tipped reef shark zoomed by and stole my fish off my spear! I was a bit stunned, and
then I started laughing. The shark had responded to the distress signals put out by the wounded fish. He wasn’t
trying to bother me; he was looking for an easy meal. I have been back to that spot spear fishing many times and
each time I go, the white tip shows up as soon as I spear a fish. We have now developed a routine where I give
him one fish then I keep the next one for myself.
Sharks in Hawai’i are not dangerous, but there is a true man killer in the islands! I bring one along when I
give school lectures, and keep it in my dive bag so the students cannot see it. I pull it out with my gloved hand in
front of the students. They all get a good laugh when I pull the “man killer” out of the bag and they see it is just a
coconut! In a ten year period, less than five people died in Hawai’i by being accidentally bitten by a shark. In the
same time period over 50 people were killed by falling coconuts! I often tell tourists to run from the killer coconut
trees and jump in the water with the sharks where it is safe! In the entire world only five people on average die
from shark bites but over 1,000 die from bee stings and dog maulings!
When I am out surfing or diving I realize just how slow and cumbersome I am compared to an uhu
(parrotfish), honu (sea turtle), or even a goofy looking `alakuma (crab). Any large shark could catch and eat me
any time it wanted but I am thankful that I am not on the shark’s dinner menu. Occasionally, like with all outdoor
sports, people get hurt by sharks but it is so rare that it really doesn’t demand much of our attention. My job is
to dispel the myths about sharks that were created by movies like “Jaws” and to help bring back the relationship
the Hawaiians in the past had with these special creatures. Nowhere in my travels have I seen people more
connected to the ocean and all of its creatures than in Hawai’i. We need to give back to the sea and support
groups like Save Our Seas so I can continue my work and help teach our children the truth about Hawaiian
sharks. My father loved sharks and he learned to surf from “The Duke” himself. He told me one day out surfing
“When you die you should have given back to nature more than you took.” My father was a wise man, and it is
time for all of us to give back to the sea that has given us so much life and enjoyment.
-Terry Lilley, Marine Biologist; from Hanalei, Hawai’i to Shell Beach, California
NEW Fish Eye View TV:  Central Coast Rockfish Video with Terry Lilley  https://www.createspace.com/254385

SOS 4th International
Clean Oceans Conference JuNE 2007
Consumerism

National Geographic Explorer
in Residence Dr. Sylvia Earle
is one of the heroes of marine
conservation. As the keynote
speaker at the 2007 SOS
Clean Oceans Conference, she
emphasized the importance of
the ocean in global terms: it is
responsible for the
weather patterns we
see, the earth’s climate,
and holds most of the
diversity of life on earth.
The ocean is the major
life force of the planet the heart of this whole
interconnected web and how much of your
heart would you want to
live without?
With this perspective, it is
easy to see why the degradation
of coral reefs is such an urgent
problem. Even more so than
pollution and sedimentation, over
fishing is the most damaging
anthropogenic threat to the
marine world. About 90% of the
populations of shark, tuna, and
other apex predators have been
eliminated by overexploitation. And
it’s not just the profitable species
that are affected by the high fishing
effort: marine mammals, seabirds,
non-commercially valuable fish,
benthic ecosystems, and species
that have yet to be described are
killed in huge numbers through
by-catch and destructive fishing
methods.

drives the massacre and it’s up to
the community to enjoy seafood
responsibly. Buyers should
educate themselves by knowing
where the fish come from, avoiding
fish that are overexploited or fished
using destructive methods such as
trawling, dredging, or longlining to eliminate the
demand for these atrisk species.
Dr. Earle
also emphasized the
importance of marine
protected areas,
pointing out that
less than 1% of the
oceans are currently
protected, with most of the effort
concentrated in the northwest
Hawaiian Islands and the Great
Barrier Reef. Kaua’i doesn’t have
a marine protected area yet,
but concern is present in the
community. The establishment of
a managed area in coordination
with the local community would
help bring back fish populations,
revitalize the ecosystem, and
preserve the reef for future
generations.
www.doermarine.com.

Dr. Earle gives SOS Prez the “Deep Five”

10 years of
Reef Check
Reef Check: Successes and
Challenges
The first Reef Check was
held in Hanalei Bay at “Pu’u Poa”
eleven years ago in June of 1997,
and on Sunday June 10th 2007 SOS
& Reef Check revisited Hanalei Bay
for a ten-year anniversary survey. Dr.
Gregor Hodgson, founder of Reef
Check International, explained that
Reef Check works by using about 30
indicator species – some worldwide
and some local – that are useful to
quickly summarize the health of a reef.
For example, the presence of large fish
and lobsters in a survey is an indicator
of a healthier ecosystem.
1997 was also the first International
Year of the Reef, which marked a
breakthrough for coral reef attention in
the media. Prior to the establishment
of Reef Check, most scientists agreed
that pollution and sedimentation were
the greatest threats to the marine
environment; after Reef Check data
was analyzed, it became clear that
overexploitation of fish stocks is actually a much more pressing problem.
This is one issue that we address more
efficiently as we enjoy the 2nd International Year of the Reef - 2008.
Reef Check has expanded
greatly since the first global survey,
from 315 sites in 31 countries to a
current wingspan of 800 sites in over
80 countries. As an organization that
depends on volunteers, Reef Check
hopes to increase survey numbers by
tapping into community enthusiasm
and introducing Reef Check methods
to students. Reef Check also hopes
to continue the trend of increasing
media coverage for reef issues, which
has improved greatly starting in 1997
and has greatly benefited conservation
efforts. www.reefcheck.org

Coral Bleaching, Invasive Species, and Tsunamis

Coral Bleaching, Then and Now
Dr. Lucia Gutierrez of Reef
Check Guatemala compared the 2005
Caribbean bleaching event to the
global bleaching event of 1997-1998.
While the event in 1997-1998 caused
mass coral mortality in Indonesia,
Australia, and Belize, the 2005
bleaching was restricted in impact to
the Caribbean. Overall, reefs fared
better in 2005. During the 199798 bleaching, areas of Indonesia
had up to 100% bleaching and
coral mortality, while some areas
of Belize were impacted by 70%
bleaching. In 2005, however, only
33% of the coral in the Caribbean
were affected, and there was
only a 12% mortality rate after
the event. A few months later, the
reefs had recovered significantly.
These bleaching events raise
several questions concerning
the ecology of coral reefs. Are
some corals more susceptible
to bleaching than others? And
what are the long-term ecological
impacts of these events?

Hawaii’s Unique Threat: Invasive
Species
David Raney is on the
board of Reef Check Hawai’i. Their
mission: Mai ke kai mai ke ola, E
malama i ke ka. From the ocean
comes life; Protect the ocean.
Raney emphasized that scientific
monitoring of the reef is necessary
but not sufficient for protection.
He pointed out the threat of alien
species, which is especially a
concern for Hawaii’s marine life
since so many of our species are
found nowhere else in the world.
Scientific surveys should include
a check for invasive algae in
addition to surveying coral cover
and animal life. In terms of fishery
management, Raney advocated
a return to holistic communitybased management practices.
www.reefcheckhawaii.org.

A Tsunami’s effects on Coral
Reefs
Cori Kane, of Reef Check
International, spoke about the
recent tsunami’s effects on reefs in
Aceh, Indonesia. The earthquake
that caused the tsunami ran for
1300km and produced a fault
150km wide. Half a million cubic
kilometers of water were initially
moved by this quake, heralding
a humanitarian crisis when this
mass of water reached the shore.
Surprisingly, the coral reefs fared
well.
The greatest coral damage
appeared at sites of “island
tipping,” where the force of the
moving water lifted shallow reef
flats out into open air, causing
100% coral mortality. Also,
the earthquake caused some
damage by overturning corals in
the immediate vicinity. However,
Reef Check surveys showed that
long-term damage was minimal,
with an average of 40% live coral
(compared to a global average of
35% live coral). Even compared to
this tsunami, which is an extreme
example of the power that nature
possesses, overexploitation and
destructive fishing still pose the
largest threat to Indonesian reefs.

The Importance of Hawaiian Reefs
Heading off the second
session which focused on our
Hawaiian Reef Environment,
Dr. John Mitchell of the
Hawai’i Dept. of Land and
Natural Resources summarized
the importance of our reefs
and also the most pressing
threats that they face. The

reef is the habitat of a
diverse group of organisms,
from bacteria to large apex
predators like sharks. This
complex ecosystem is crucial
to Hawaiian culture and to
families that depend on the
reef for food. The reef is
also a driving factor in eco-

tourism, a major economic
strength for Hawai’i. However,
like reefs worldwide, Hawaii’s
reefs face threats from pollution,
sedimentation, overuse and
exploitation, physical damages,
and invasive species. www.
hawaii.gov/dlnr/dar/index.html.

Traditional Reef Management

Dr. Carlos Andrade of UH
Manoa provided a cultural
perspective to the day’s
proceedings. Using traditional
ahupua’a management as an
example, he encouraged us to
look at the world we live in as
part of our family, rather than
something that we control or
possess. Dr. Andrade used
the example of the sea turtle
to show the contrast between
sustainable and unsustainable
practice:
Yellow Tang
Zebrasoma flavescens

Native populations ate sea
turtles once or twice a year, but
when it hit restaurant menus,
twice a year turned into every
day, pushing the species into
endangerment.
However, sustainable
management by periodically
closing fisheries and prohibiting
take of some species will help
to insure that the fishery is still
available to future generations.
http://www.hawaii.edu/
huikonohiki/facultyCarlos.html

From the Rivers to the Sea
Sedimentation and
pollution are common problems
on the inshore reefs of the
world. Dr. Carl Berg’s talk
focused on Hawai’i, which
is very susceptible to these
issues since nearly all the reefs
are close to shore. Pollutants
from field runoff, leaking septic
systems, dirty roads, and storm
drains quickly find their way
to the ocean, whether through
rivers or groundwater seeps.
What can the community do
to help with pollution and
sedimentation issues? Be
informed and aware! Pick up
after your dogs and participate
in trail restoration projects.
If you have a farm, be aware
of the effects of herbicides
and pesticides and leave a
5-15ft “buffer zone” of natural
vegetation on the border
of a road or stream. Also,
upgraded and well-maintained
septic systems can help to
prevent groundwater seepage
problems.

Too Many Tanks - Not Enough Fish
With fishing and water quality
being the focal points in
reef management efforts,
aquarium collecting might
sound like an insignificant
activity. Then again, where
are all the yellow tangs?
Robert Wintner of Snorkel
Bob Foundation exposed
the impact of the aquarium
trade on the reef ecosystem.
Since collecting is legal
and largely unregulated, it

actually has severe impacts
on the ecosystem. The
yellow tang is the most
popular aquarium export
from Hawaii, making up
60% of the trade, so they
are harvested relentlessly.
Their absence alters the
dynamics of reef grazing.
Also, while yellow tangs on
the reef may live to 45 years,
they survive only about two
years in average aquarium

systems – meaning that the
demand for yellow tang is
unsustainable and puts the
species at high risk. The wildcaught aquarium trade brings
about $20 million to Hawaii’s
economy each year, but
tourism produces $1billion!
It’s easy to see that a healthy
reef is more valuable than
a fish in a tank. It is time to
manage the aquarium trade
sustainably! http://www.
snorkelbob.com.

The Water is Rising
A mass melting event caused
by climate change could cause
ocean levels to change. Dr.
Chip Fletcher focused on how
the sea level rise would affect
Hawai’i specifically, especially
since new research from 2007
shows that the rate of ice melt
in Greenland and Antarctica
is accelerating at an alarming
rate. The seas are likely to rise
about one meter in the next
century, which would put large
areas of many coastal Hawaiian
communities under a few feet
of water. Beaches would all
but disappear as the islands’
coastlines shrink. Dr. Fletcher
remarked that the people
most affected by this are not
the tourists or the tourism
industry, but the local residents
who actually use the beaches
daily. He emphasized that
the construction of seawalls
is NOT the answer to protect
near-shore communities, since
the groundwater level
will rise in conjunction
with the seas, causing
flooding from below.
Also, seawalls prevent
the natural formation
of new beaches. www.
soest.hawaii.edu/coasts/
index.html

ACTivism

Sustainability in Kaua’i is a
popular topic of discussion for
many activist organizations,
but Keone Kealoha, of
Malama Kaua’i, reminded us
all that the most important
step of activism is the actual
act. For positive change to
happen, we need to commit to
the proposed plan and follow
it through to completion. We
have many activist groups in
Kaua’i, and we can see them
all coming together at ecoroundtable meetings. Since
we have this motivated group
of organizations, the best way
to take real steps towards
sustainability is to network
within the various organizations
and collaborate towards larger
common goals. We need to
work together rather than
create small task forces to
create louder and stronger
actions towards
sustainability. www.
malamakauai.org.
& www.
ecoroundtable.org

Success in the NWHI

Papahanaumouakea
North Western
Hawaiian Islands
Dr. Randall Kosaki
A wonderful marine
conservation success story
is our very own Northwest
Hawaiian Islands National
Marine Monument. This is the
largest marine sanctuary in the
world, just ahead of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park in
Australia. There is a significant
difference in the distribution of
species in the NWHI versus the
main Hawaiian Islands which is
directly due to the difference in
fishing pressure. The biomass
of apex predators, which are a
key part of the reef ecosystem,
is much higher in the NWHI 58% as opposed to just 3%
on the main Hawaiian Islands.
Overwhelming public support
fueled the creation of this
precious area, teeming with
endemic Hawaiian species.
While fishing is being gradually
phased out, the area still isn’t
free from the threats of marine
debris, abandoned fishing
gear, and illegal activities.www.
hawaiianatolls.org.

Aloha Visitors to Hawaiian Reefs

Save Our Seas:
Ocean Pulse Education
and Outreach

One of the most
important things we can do for
our ocean environment is to
educate and instill a passion for
the seas in the next generation.
Captain Paul Clark, president
of Save Our Seas, advocated
the use of classroom and
experiential field education
that includes technology to
encourage scientific literacy
and environmental concern,
specifically in regard to our
marine resources. Ocean Pulse
is a mayor approved drug-free
program in which kids learn
how to take coral, invertebrate,
and fish surveys on a transect
line, and simultaneously
generate useful scientific
data for two international
non-profits (Reef and Reef
Check). This type of hands-on
activity keeps students open
to lessons about sustainability
and responsible stewardship.
Clark also described goals for
a Marine Education Center
here on Kaua’i. This center
would raise awareness in the
community and tourism sector
alike, help educate the youth,
generate research about the
health of the reefs and fishery
management, and contribute to
sustainability efforts on Kaua’i.
http://www.saveourseas.org.
The Government and Reef
Conservation
Dr. Katherine Chaston
of UH discussed one way in
which the US government
has responded to the coral
reef crisis – with the creation
of the US Coral Reef Task

Continents of Incontinence

Got Beach Etiquette?

No Worries! Try this...

Plastic outweighs plankton in the
sea 6 to 1. Plankton gives us 70% of our
oxygen. There are huge floating plastic
“islands” North and West of Hawai’i.
Plastics around the world are
creating their own ecosystems of poison.
Plastics never completely breakdown, they
gather up toxins in the sea and then they are
eaten by da little crittas, that are then eaten
by da biggah crittas, then eaten by da biggest
crittas...US!

Fish Feeding changes the natural balance of our ecosystem
Endangered Monk Seals and Turtles need their space! Make sure
to stay 30 meters away.  Please don’t scare or touch them.
Watch out for critters that can sting or poke. If you aren’t sure...
hands off!
Sunscreen has chemicals that can harm the reef and you. Try
organic natural sunscreen @ www.earthsurge.com
Please leave all shells and coral at the beach, they turn into
our sandy beaches!

Force in 1992. The task force
works to develop local action
strategies based around
three-year plans. In Hawaii,
they hope to contribute
to marine conservation
through implementing holistic
land-based management
practices at the watershed
or ahupua’a level. In Kaua’i,
they are currently monitoring
the Hanalei Bay watershed,
along with two other sites
on Maui and Molokai. The
task force hopes to reduce
anthropogenic (human)
load to the reef by 25% in
the near future, while also
increasing awareness through
the distribution of volunteer
instruction pamphlets for
reef and watershed care and
monitoring.
http://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/
nrem/profiles/profile_chaston.
html..

The 4th International Clean
Oceans Conference concluded
with a reminder that The 2008
International Year of the Reef
is a time for everyone to get
involved!
Dr. Gregor Hodgson read
the International Declaration
of Reef Rights, a global
petition for reef protection and
activism. The petition declares
that all reefs have the right
to be free from overfishing
and destructive fishing, direct
human and boater impacts,
pollution, acidification, damage
due to poorly managed coastal
communities, and coral
disease. To read the whole
declaration and add your
name to the petition, visit
http://www.reefcheck.org/
petition/petition.php. The
oceans need YOU!
By Christina Comfort
SOS Summer Intern 2007
Mahalo CC for all of your
dedication and hardwork!

Take pictures!

Reef Walkers: Many visitors
don’t know that it is not pono
(good) to stand on the reef.
It’s like Godzilla in Tokyo...
crunch...crunch...Thousands
of animals, algae, bacteria,
and plants live together in a
very small area: an extremely
fragile ecosystem!
Poster art and design by Limor Farber, limorf@earthlink.net

Hawai’i Fishers have walked
carefully over the reef for
years and know exactly
where to step. Visitors that
walk on Hawaii’s reefs can
damage crucial fish habitat
especially for young fish!
Please respect the Hawaiian
Reefs.

Keep your rubbish off the beach,
and ask businesses that you visit to “Go
Blue!” “Blue is the new Green” Small
choices that we all make can positively affect
the places we live.
Ask for compostable goods - before
plastic - to keep trash out of the sea and get
it back into the dirt! Corn, Potato, Sugarcane
and other bio-starches make
new products to replace a
whole slew of disposables like
white plastic bags you get at
the store, drink cups, cutlery,
etc. www.earthsurge.com

Replenish Fish!

Fish Huggers and Fish Hunters Unite!
Scientifically Proven &
Culturally Acceptable Solutions Exist

What Are Marine Protected Areas?
Enhanced Fishstocks for Fishers and Future Generations
A marine protected area
is like a park, but underwater.
It’s a patch of ocean, from the
surface to the sea bottom,
where fishing, collecting sea
creatures, boating and other
uses are managed carefully to
protect the web of life in the
area. Protecting enough of the
right areas is the key to the
health and productivity of our
coast.
Marine protected areas carry
a range of restrictions, each
appropriate to the local ecosystem. Some protected areas
allow commercial and sport
fishing; others allow fishing just
for some species, but protect

those that are vulnerable or in
decline.
No-take marine reserves
restrict all commercial and
sport fishing, creating a safe
haven and a nursery for young
fishes that can repopulate or
“spillover” into surrounding
waters. This provides a stable
and long-term future for fishing
fleets, recreational users, and
for healthy marine ecosystems.
There’s research to show that
protecting as little as 20 percent of coastal waters provides
long-term benefit to
an entire ecosystem.

It’s high time we all joined forces to protect and
enhance sport, recreational and tourist fishing
and visitor marine creature experiences. Mo’
Fish eggs = Mo’ Fish; Mo’ fish = Mo’ food!
Anyone who has been in Hawai’i over time
knows that the state’s fisheries are in trouble.
The declines over the last 20 years are easy to
see, ask any local fisherman or resource
manager.
Fishing pressure has increased with
more people fishing and new techniques.
Questionable fishing practices include
gill nets, night diving, killing too many
sexually mature fish, the lack of
adequate no-fishing seasons, the lack
of no-fishing sanctuaries, sediment
and fertilizers flowing from land, and
reef damage from anchoring. There is a
heated debate about which techniques
are pono (good). Most residents agree
that reef gill nets and aquarium collecting
must be banned.
Other debated
techniques include surround nets and
throw nets. Small, prized natural-fiber
nets have been replaced with huge,
cheap, machine-made nets.
There’s no one solution. A regulation
that makes sense in one place may not
make sense in another place. In the ahupua’a
system, people in the community are in charge of
managing the fisheries in their area and deciding
who can fish there. However we choose to
preserve fish stocks, we must do so now.

The State of Hawaii is the most isolated
archipelago in the world with one of the highest
proportions of unique and valuable marine
species that exist nowhere else on earth.
The replenishment and preservation of these
rare resources are of vital economic, environmental,
cultural, and social importance to Hawaii’s residents,
visitors, and future generations.
Over the years, members of Hawaii’s fishing
communities and marine specialists from private
and government agencies have observed and
documented dramatic declines in the size, number,
distribution, and quality of a wide variety of important
and desirable native marine species and habitats.
By incorporating traditional Hawaiian
stewardship practices that carefully manage
nearshore resources, residents can impose wise
limitations on harvest, such as prohibiting fishing
during spawning seasons or in species’ nursery
areas.
These types of management strategies could
lead to resource replenishment within and outside
of the managed areas: “The Spillover effect” (larvae
travel on currents and fish get big and leave the area).
Marine managed areas represent only a
fraction of Hawaii’s coastline and can be effective
only if they are incorporated into a comprehensive,
integrated, and sustainable statewide network.
Elsewhere, marine reserves have resulted in
improved fish stocks and catch in Australia, Belize,
Chile, Ecuador, New Zealand, the Philippines, South
Africa, the United States, and Guam. In these and
other areas, research indicates that coordinated and
integrated networks or reserves of sufficient size,
habitat, diversity, and geographic area are necessary
to ensure adequate long-term sustainability of marine
resources.

MPA Legal Defintions to ponder:  
“Any area of the marine environment that has
been reserved by Federal, State, territorial, tribal
or local laws or regulations to provide lasting
protection for part or all of the natural and
cultural resources therein” Federal Register,
2000
Hawai’i DLNR’s definition:
An MPA is any area of the marine environment
established by law or regulation to protect or
enhance part or all of the natural and cultural
resources therein.

Unicorn Fish,
Kala
Naso unicornis

The public must be educated about Hawaii’s
marine resource depletion problem and the urgent
need to better manage this precious resource for
tomorrow’s fishermen and for future generations.
In designing a Marine reserve, consider the habitat
requirements and life histories of the “target” species
as well as the extent of fishing pressure in the area.
Select and manage reef habitat for maximum benefit
to fish populations, which improves fishery yield and
ultimately assists in the preservation and quality of
other fish populations and ecosystems.
Management should concentrate on
•
•
•
•

Relatively sheltered areas where corals are
protected from severe wave energy
Zones where terrestrial sedimentation occurs
infrequently
Keeping herbivore abundance high and nutrient
levels low on coral reefs in order to prevent an
over-abundance of algae
Minimizing human contact

Future implementation of MPAs should
explicitly account for the types of habitat included
within reserve boundaries and for the range of
movement patterns (daily and seasonal) of key fish
species that will be encompassed in the management
area. The impact of MPAs can
only be rigorously assessed if fish
assemblage data are collected before
the MPAs are established. In Hawai’i,
pulse-fishing at intervals longer than
one year should be considered in
order to replenish fish populations
to maximum levels. These periods
should be based on the life history
characteristics (e.g., growth rate, age at reproduction)
of the main target species.
The effective size of MPAs can be enhanced by
locating them adjacent to areas where shoreline
access is difficult or where natural phenomena
(high surf areas) limit the amount of fishing activity.
Spearfishing (especially at night) and gill netting
have the greatest capacity for depleting reef fish
assemblages.
Culturally acceptable and Scientifically proven
solutions exist for us to consider and implement.

Hawaii’s State Gemstone,
the rare and precious black corals
account for an estimated $25 million
worth of jewelry sales from the islands
each year. It, along with other rare
species of coral, (like Pink, Red &
Hawaiian Gold) are in danger from
humans and invasive species.
Why is Hawai’i’s “state
gemstone”, black coral, an animal?
Black coral, ‘ekaha-kü-moana, in the
family Antipathidae, is rare, endangered,
and highly prized. Hawai’i is the ONLY
state in the US that has a rare animal as
its state gemstone.
Black coral is a term given
to a group of deep water, tree-like
coral, Phylum Cnidaria (like jellyfish,
coral, and anemones).Though its
living tissue is brilliantly colored,
black coral takes its name from the
distinctive black or dark brown color
of its skeleton. Also unique to black
coral are the tiny spines that cover
the surface of the skeleton, the origin
of the nickname “little thorn coral”.
Mature colonies may take 50 years to
grow. Black coral is listed in Appendix
II of the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).
By harvesting ancient black
coral beds, we are depleting the larvae
that allow black coral to reproduce.
This species of coral grows in a
scraggly, treelike fashion and they do
not build reefs as many other corals
do. Corals are filter feeders, grabbing
animal plankton and tiny particles that
the currents sweep to their tentacles
then mouths. Black coral is harvested
by divers who chop its branches and
retrieve its hard skeleton to be cut
and polished into jewelry. Researchers
believe the steady harvesting
contributes to the ecological threat
black coral faces.

Black coral is also being
threatened by an invasive species of
“Snowflake Coral”, Carijoa riisei, that
is outcompeting black corals for space
and food on the deep water reefs of

Black Coral in Danger

The growing problem of abandoned marine debris can prevent marine mammals from diving,
swimming, feeding and surfacing. Entanglement in marine garbage such as fishing gear causes
serious problems for the survival of marine life, especially large marine animals such as monk
seals, humpback whales, dolphins and sea turtles. LEND A HAND.

International Coastal Cleanup

Hawai’i.
Hawaii Undersea Research
Laboratory (HURL) determined that
greater than 50% of all black coral
colonies below 230 feet had snowflake
coral overgrowth with most being
completely smothered and dead.
Snowflake coral (also called
“branched pipe coral”) is a soft coral
with a flexible branching structure.
Under the magnifying glass, each soft
coral polyp has eight pinnate tentacles
(unlike stony coral polyps which have
multiples of six tentacles). It lives
exclusively on zooplankton (tiny marine
animals and larvae) which it filters from
the water.
It likely came to Hawaii by
hitching a ride on a large commercial
ship or barge spreading from harbor to

harbor along the way. Alien species
spread via human activities. Alien
marine species hitchhike on ships,
stowaway in aquaculture product
shipments, escape from private
aquariums, or are even intentionally
released by misguided pet owners.
These activities all contribute to
alien invasions which are steadily
displacing our native species in
Hawai’i. Eradication efforts are
underway in many areas!
Please support stores that
promote the ecological importance of
these rare “gems” of the sea by not
selling them. The black coral is no gem.
It’s an animal and should be classified
as such! Educate those around you that
may not know they are purchasing an
endangered animal. These are small
steps in conservation that really do make
a difference.
Hawai’i does have other gems that we
could use as the state gem...Olivine (da
green glass found in volcanic rocks) or
“diamonds” from Diamond Head, or...well
you get the picture...
This ain’t meant to cause no squabbles
because it’s just...BRAIN FOOD.
Adapted from http://www.cop.noaa.gov/ecosystems/
coralreefs/features/fs-2005-12-12-cr.html; http://
www.mauidivers.com

Oceanography Definition: From “I Am America (And So Can You)” by Stephen Colbert,
Science Glossary p.201
There be monsters.
As long time viewers know, I’ve never trusted the sea. What’s it hiding under there? I fully support this
science, not only to figure out what’s down there, but to develop weapons to destroy it before it destroys
us. Think I’m crazy? Just take a peep at angler fish sometime. These monsters look like the offspring of a
sea bass and a bear trap, and growing smack in the middle of their skulls is a curved rod dangling a juicy
chunk of bioluminescent flesh. That’s right. They’re fishing for us. Oceanographers, America’s safety is in
your hands. Get to work on the submersible deep-fat fryer.

The Ocean Conservancy’s
International Coastal
Cleanup is the world’s
largest volunteer
event of its kind.
The International Cleanup is the third
Saturday of September every year!
Last year, 378,000 volunteers
from 76 countries and 45 states cleared
six million pounds of trash from oceans
and waterways and recorded every piece
of trash collected.
This is more than a one-day
event, it’s a year-round movement.
The ocean is essential to the health
of everything on our planet. Harmful
impacts like climate change and
overfishing are taking their toll. The
International Coastal Cleanup provides a
direct tangible way to make a difference.
Trash in the ocean kills more than one
million seabirds and 100,000 marine
mammals each year through ingestion
and entanglement. The International
Coastal Cleanup brings awareness and
action to one of the largest problems we
face.
Get involved - oceanconservancy.com to
find a coordinator in your area!

How You
Can Help!

Our choices now and in
the years ahead will determine
how we cope with our coming
of age.
The earth’s biosphere,
mainly ocean, contains an
inconceivable array of symbiotic
kingdoms: animals, plants,
fungi, algae, bacteria, and
viruses... most of which we still
know little about.
There is one thing that
connects us to the rest of the
kingdoms on Earth. It is the one

~Keep Yard waste and debris out of
streams and storm drains. Compost
Green Waste at home.
~Party!: Cut six-pack rings and
manage balloons! Use and encourage
compostable alternatives to foam and
plastic party ware.
~Recycle plastic, paper, cans, and
bottles at appropriate locations.
~Pack Your Trash including cigarettes,
fishing gear, and surfing gear.

Message From the SOS President
Our era is unique in
human history. Depending on
how we manage the next few
decades, we could usher in
environmental sustainability - or
see our resources collapse.

~ Look at your overall “foot print” on
the planet. Plant trees!

thing of which we are all made;
the one thing that covers most
of our planet...
That’s right: WATER!
Water is the uniting
force that we all depend on
for life. Whether salt or fresh,
water is one of the most
amazing and life giving things
on our planet. The water
that we drink was once in the
ocean, once in a cloud, a lake,
and maybe an underground
reservoir. The Earth’s cycle of
water is still a mystery, and we
are only now discovering how
vital it is to our planet.
Buckminster Fuller
eloquently stated that we have
the power to think about and
understand where we live,

~Take only the fish you need and leave
the rest for tomorrow. Ask a local
expert the best times and species to
fish for.
Ask your legislators to protect our
crucial marine resources!
Speak Up! Your voice is heard!
and ultimately to organize the
materials of our world so that
there is plenty for all of us, if we
intelligently decide that’s what
we want.
Ecosystems worldwide
are suffering and on the verge of
disaster.
Changes across the
globe are happening at an
ever increasing rate... our
land and oceans are
suffering…and people are
suffering because of this.
We MUST do
something before it’s too
late.This is our home, and
Earth deserves the best from us.
-Captain Paul Clark, SOS prez

Dick Brewer

The Coast is
Unclear:
Save Our Surf
- SOS

Legendary Surfboard Shaper

on the Environment
Dick Brewer is one of
the most influential surfboard
shapers of all time. Brewer
moved to O’ahu in 1960,
earned his credibility in the
winter surf, and opened
Surfboards Hawai’i in Haleiwa.
Brewer’s designs and
lightweight boards set him
apart from most other shapers.
In 1967, Brewer relocated to
Maui and set up business as
Lahaina Surfing Design (LSD),
developing shorter & lighter
boards for big waves. Through
the 70’s Brewer continued to
innovate many board shapes
including the modern big-wave
“gun”.
Dick Brewer’s reputation
for making some of the world’s
finest surfboards has endured.
Brewer is a legend in the craft
of surfboard shaping. He
continues to shape boards for
customers all over the world.
Conti: So, how long are
you going to keep shaping
surfboards?
Brewer: Till the day I die.
Back in the 60s, I was
really involved in the fact that
Hawaii didn’t have modern
sewage treatment plants.

Really involved, to the
point that I was taking
little flyers around to all
the dentists and doctors
on Kaua’i…I thought
they shouldn’t build big
buildings until they have
a sewage treatment plant
to connect them to. And I saw
that happening on O’ahu and I
didn’t want it to happen here on
Kaua’i. I actually had a dentist
call me a Communist…it was
that time in history.
Conti: “I’ve surfed for over 50
years and I’ve never ridden a
bad Brewer.”

…Years ago they were going
to dump boulders at Diamond
Head on Duke Kahanamoku’s
reef, where he got his mile long
ride. We all went to the Waikiki
Library to stop it. The Army
Corps of Engineers was there
with their plan. It was during
the Vietnam War. I remember
standing up and yelling, “Where
do you get this money?”
Anyway, an ecologist from
the University of Hawaii stood
up and gave a talk. In it, she
said, “The reef runway is an
experiment. The reef is a living
thing. It needs sunlight and
fresh water, or it’ll die…we
don’t know what’ll happen to

the reef runway now that we’ve
dumped boulders out on the
reef…it might just break off and
fall into the sea.”
That’s been one of my fears
ever since I saw New York,
where they dumped boulders
and built a highway like that.
…I hesitate to give the
government too much power...
In the back of my mind I see
electric generating systems
out on the reefs and all kinds
of things…once you give them
some more power, they’re
going to utilize it eventually.
…The federal standards have
pretty much been established
for sewage treatment. All these
leech fields we’re building
now; these subdivisions, the
cesspools, the septic, they’re
trying to do something now…
Hawaii’s way behind. It’s about
time we catch up - and I think
the federal government should
be the one to help us catch up.
www.brewerhawaii.com

Promoting and encouraging conservation
that positively impacts the health of
terrestrial and near shore marine ecosystems.
SOS Marine Multi Media Production. The best way to
raise public awareness is through the universal media of
photographic, television and film production. We inspire
positive involvement within local communities so that
the global threats regarding the oceans and reefs can be
addressed. www.youtube.com/sosbluetube

Untreated sewage pours into
the world’s oceans from coastlines and ever flowing
continental rivers. The health and welfare of people,
other animals, food supplies, and creatures not yet
understood are becoming major concerns in the
world’s marine environments.
Oceans suffer from elevated nutrients, such
as run-off from agricultural land. This can trigger
toxic algal blooms that deprive the
water of oxygen, the destruction of
coastal ecosystems like mangroves
and estuaries, along with a rising
tide of ocean litter. As coastal
populations double in just over 40 years, we must take
action to combat accelerated pollution. Believe that
you can make the changes to keep our coastal and
inland waters clean!

Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale Sanctuary
As many as 10,000 humpback whales
may visit Hawaiian waters every year from
November through May. The month of
February is peak humpback whale season
so it’s the perfect time to get outside and
spot humpback whales.
The future of our ocean depends on the
behavior and attitudes of ocean-users.
Neither policy nor technology can ensure
the survival of an endangered marine
species, such as humpback whales, unless
there is widespread acknowledgement that
healthy marine wildlife is key to the future
inhabitability of the planet.
For information about humpback whales
in Hawaii or for ways you can help, please
visit: hawaiihumpbackwhale.noaa.gov,
or head to a sanctuary office or center to
grab some literature and check out the
dedicated folks that run these amazing
marine preserves!

MAHALO H20 …HERE, THE ANSWER IS YES!
Four years ago, in a hurried conversation, I heard just a heartbeat of
a story that changed my life. I’ll give it to you with a little more detail, time
having filled in the blanks. It had to do with Dr. Masaru Emoto’s research
with water, and water’s response to his research.
This gentleman had observed that water responds to stimulus.
Words, pictures, music…vibration. He noticed the power of words like
‘love’ and ‘thank you’ made beautiful crystals. He knew all of life’s forms
are made of water, and as a Pranic Healer, he understood that energy can
be sent via thought. He also knew that a lake in Japan was suffering.
On July 25, 1999, a group gathered, some 350 strong in number…
stronger, I believe, in love & pioneering spirit. Early in the day, as dawn
softened, they met at the edge of Lake Biwa. And through their thoughts, their words, and their directed
loving gratitude, they flowed mana (spiritual energy) to the water.
Samples of the lake water, taken before the gathering, were frozen, then photographed at microscopic
strength as they thawed. The pictures showed only fractures of form & energy; no solid shapes had emerged.
After the gathering, more samples were taken. These, too, were frozen and photographed. This time
was different. Now they saw shape – crystal, 6-sided, full, rich, hearty, beautiful, balanced, strong.
Side note: for over 20 years before this, Lake Biwa had, each summer, become overgrown with a foreign
species of algae, which would then putrefy. The stench drew frequent complaints to the district. The year of
the gathering there were no complaints...
There is much controversy and concern about how clean our water is. But there is another question,
and just pondering it puts us in a place of power (I prefer to be in a place of power). Perhaps, rather than
asking if the water is clean, we should focus instead on, is the water loved enough?
Sandra Gabriele, Certified Hado Instructor - Kaua’i
Double-Blind Test of the Effects of Distant Intention on Water Crystal Formation http://www.explorejournal.
com/article/PIIS1550830706003272/abstract. The hypothesis that water “treated” with intention can affect
ice crystals formed from that water was pilot tested under double-blind conditions. A group of approximately
2,000 people in Tokyo focused positive intentions toward water samples located inside an electromagnetically
shielded room in California. That group was unaware of similar water samples set aside in a different location
as controls. Ice crystals formed from both sets of water samples were blindly identified and photographed by
an analyst, and the resulting images were blindly assessed for aesthetic appeal by 100 independent judges.
Results indicated that crystals from the treated water were given higher scores for aesthetic appeal than those
from the control water (P = .001, one-tailed), lending support to the hypothesis.
Surely something to think about since we are all made of water!

OCEAN “DEAD ZONES”

Hukilau, Kalihiwai
with Keali’i Holden

Back in the day, when Kalihiwai
Road was The Road, Kilauea was
still a plantation town with the
Mill, and Princeville was a cattle
ranch and only a cattle ranch…
Every summer, when the water was
calm, big schools of akule flowed –
constantly – into the sandy, shallow
bay…very close. Every morning in
the summer, just after the sun came
up, all us
kids eagerly
ran down to
Grandpa’s
kilo – his
watch – every
morning he’d
be up there
watching the
bay, and the
movement of
the schools
of fish. My
grandfather is
John Keahiahi
Akana; he
was the
most recent
konohiki of Kalihiwai.
For hukilau, schools had to be
close in for the nets to reach. So,
if Grandpa saw a school and felt
that they were coming, he’d send
someone from the kilo back to the
house to send out the call.
Then, from Kilauea to Wanini, came
the people. Down to Kalihiwai,
they assembled on the beach. We
kids and ohana started to tend to
the nets. First, had to get them
out of the net house. Load them in
someone’s truck. Bring them to the
boats; load them in there and stand
ready. Often, we were by the river,
standing where the bridge used to
be, having brought the boats out
from under there.
The nets. Ka ‘upena. Corded,
small eye, heavy linen fiber. They
may have been made here, or in
China, where my grandfather’s

father had come from; many
hands of Kalihiwai had mended
them over the years. Panels,
they were, which could be put
together as needed for the size
of the school, on the fly. Once
they were in the boats, we
waited by the rivermouth.
From his place on top of the

A new global study of Earth’s
oceans shows a marked increase
in the number of “dead zones” areas of seafloor with too little
oxygen to sustain most marine
life.
WHY DEAD ZONES OCCUR:
1. Pollutants from the burning
of fossil fuels rise into the
atmosphere and fall back to
Earth as rain
Farms use fertilizers, which
eventually find their way into
the sea
2. Excess nutrients from farm
fertilizers and burning fossil
fuels - primarily nitrogen and
phosphorus - cause a rapid
growth of algae in coastal waters
3. When the microscopic algae
dies it falls to the ocean floor
where it provides a rich food
source for bacteria

bluff, Grandpa stood with all his
eyes open – on his face, in his
na’au – feeling the fish.
When he felt enough people
and fish were in place (oh,
yes), Grandpa gave the sign to
go. Oh, yes. We began to row
out into the bay – four strong
men rowing hard, following
Grandpa’s direction conveyed
with arm signals and words –
who could hear the words??
The first release of net was
hand to hand; the lines given
to those of the beach crew that
had waded in, shoulder-deep,
to receive.
This story will continue…
Watch for the upcoming Save
Our Seas TV show on Keali’i
Holden and Kalihiwai.

4. The act of decomposition
consumes dissolved oxygen
from the surrounding waters,
rendering them unable to sustain
life
SOURCE: SCIENCE MAGAZINE
(AUGUST 15, 2008)

Pack Your Trash
Pack Your Trash has
been in existence since the early
1960’s. It is the only ‘pure’ antilitter campaign which not only
coordinates beach, park and local
community clean-ups with other
environmental
concerns,
but organizes
assemblies
at county
grade and
elementary
schools, high
schools, and
community
colleges,
in order to
speak about and endorse the
importance of keeping ‘your’
community clean and taking
responsibility for ‘your’ actions.
What is unique and most
relevant to PYT, versus other
environmental causes, is the true
connection and direct involvement
with our youth through the
lectures at the schools and the
PYT hands-on approach and
outreach to the community for
beach and street clean-ups.
The Pack Your Trash mission is to
educate, encourage and impact
our youth to take responsibility
and promote a strong sense of
pride in their community. Our
goal is to extend our reach and
presence throughout Santa Cruz

County and then assist other
communities around the state of
California and Hawai’i to replicate
and enforce the PYT movement.
Our ultimate vision being realized
is PYT as ‘the’ national anti-litter
campaign and
the annual
Pack Your
Trash Day
across the
country.
Pack Your
Trash invites
recognized
local
personalities
such as prosurfers, skaters, and everyday
members of the community
who relate well to our youth, to
participate in these assemblies. In
several of the presentations PYT
has incorporated experienced
individuals from various
organizations in the field of
recycling to better educate the
children on the ‘Why’ and ‘How’
behind recycling.
SOS Vice President and
founder of Pack Your Trash, Harry
Conti, is bridging the Pacific gap
to help spread the Pack Your
Trash Message to the globe! For
more info check out
www.PackYourTrash.Org and
www.PackYourTrash.Com

Pleasure Point
Night Fighters
The Night Fighters were
(and still are) volunteer fire fighters
who put out numerous fires and
helped the victims of the rowdy
crowds that would gather to
celebrate during the prohibition
years of 1919 to 1933.
The Depression and World
War II brought PPNF activities
to a halt until the middle of the
1950’s when area locals revived
the legend and PPNF was the
“unwritten code of the West”. It
was the middle 1970’s when the
true PPNF renaissance emerged
laying a foundation for the tight
knit organizational structure that
exists today, with a myriad of
community spirited programs to
offer.
It was this organization,
PPNF, who were disheartened
with the trash on the beaches and
lack of trash cans around the area
to help reduce the problem. They
united and were successfull in the
donation of 12 trash cans. They
took on the responsibility of keeping their local area clean by way of
even physically emptying the trash
cans weekly. They then began
the now well-known “Pack Your
Trash Day”. This began an event
where local residents gathered
to clean local beaches in the fall,
spring, memorial day, Labor Day,
weekends and other holidays.
With this effort, many other communities thoughout California and
abroad followed our path to clean
up their neighborhoods too.
Membership and Info contact VPPhil: riptidesns@sbcglobal.net

Ask Ali Bobba
Global Worming

Have you been losing any sleep lately due to the threat of
global warming? Have you been wondering if you’ve picked up enough
of other people’s litter to somehow stem the tide of human detritus
before it buries us alive in our own waste deposits? Have you worried
that maybe the rest of the world isn’t paying attention? Or doesn’t
care enough to get involved?
Well, you can stop worrying. You
shouldn’t, you didn’t, you haven’t
and they aren’t!
I just came back from a surfing trip to the second and a half (not
quite third) world of Costa Rica, (spell that America’s 51st State) and Boy
Howdy! There ain’t no one picking up a bit of litter there, and the prevailing
wind spells diesel, not Mary.
Far from the vestiges of civilization, on the Punta Banco, down near
the Panamanian border, the beaches were littered with plastic bottles,
plastic wrappers and plastic bags, along with every other kind of trash in
the book.
I toyed with just trying to clean up one small stretch of beach, but
realized that I was nearing the end of this lifetime and would need several
others (if you buy into that stuff) just to get things groomed on that little
spot and then only if nothing else new washed ashore, ever.
Let’s face it, the bazillion folks behind you aren’t paying the least bit of
attention to anything besides Paris Hilton, or the newest kidnapping, so let’s
just try to get it over with as soon as we can.
The only cure to mankind’s woes is the eradication of mankind. Stop with the panaceas. Stop with the
fear. WE, yes we, are the cancer, not industrialization, not commercialism, not even George Bush.
I bet you all have TVs, computers, radios, and non-hybrid automobiles. Maybe even polyester or epoxy
surfboards. Enjoy them, there may be a day in the future when they’ll be unavailable, and you’ll be very sad.
Keep your neighborhood straight. Do your personal best. The only way we can change the world is if we
change our ways.

Hele on: bobba

Crypto Code!

Use the Crypto Code Decoder to unlock a secret from Q-E (an Alien with
a cause)! How many times can you find Q-E in this issue?
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __?
16 7 5 2

5 11 24 4 2 2 24 25 24 10 10 24 16

__ __, __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __!
8 24

2 7 20 23 20 23 20 2

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __,
19 5 25 14 13 5 10 2 7
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __!
13 3 13 10 9 24 8 13

15 13 2 23 2 24 15 24
(Q-E is going live soon...Be Aware)

Chumline

We’re Still Talkin

Letters
to the
Editor
Dear Editor,
I saw an issue of the
CW in a few stores then
they all seem to dissappear...
What Happened?
Signed, Dazed and Confused.
Aloha Dazed and Consued,
Lots of folks had their wet suits
ruffled with that last issue. Check
out issue #1 online
at saveourseas.org.
ED
Dear Editor,
My neigbor
suggested sending
kids out as local
“police” to watch
out for adults that are
trashing our favorite beaches. Do
you think they should be out there
in the thick of things?
Signed, Polish POlice
Aloha PP,
Safety First. Those kids (and you)
gotta know that there are some
crazeees out there. Be active, but
keep it cool and peaceful!
ED
Dear Editor, Everybody says
changing your lightbulbs will
change the world? Will it? Tex
Aloha Tex, Changing bulbs is a
great start! But try drying clothes
on a line, getting a solar water
heater, installing a windmill, using
biodiesel or using solar
panels.
ED

by Harry Conti

Dear Editor,
Do you think the Superferry
is coming back to Kaua’i?
Mahalo, Manini
Aloha Manini,
Residents must unite to find
solutions as businesses
comply with environmental
concerns and take
necessary precautions.
Environmental assessment
prior to any businesses
operations can protect
culture, environment and
marine life.
Reduced speed and
top technologies must be
implemented during whale
season. Recommended
traveling speed - day: 12-15
knots; night: 10-12 knots.
To Preserve and Protect
Natural Resources consider:
1.
No transporting
harvested food resources*:
fish, algae, mollusks, lobster,…
(*excluding invasive species)
2.
No transporting other
natural resources (stones,
sand, etc…)
3.
Each island should
consider not allowing
automobiles.
4.
Dedicated state and
federal inspectors at Harbors.
Let’s educate the HSF
riders and staff
on how they
can Malama
our islands.
ED

Team Save Our Seas.
Come along oh!!!
How fun.
Cause we are us.
It’s the pollution
solution…
Let’s pack our trash,
lets sweep our reefs,
sand bottom too…
Save Our Seas
Earth People
let’s do it, do it now!
Camp earth will
follow will it not…?
We’re still walkin,
are we still talkin?
It’s ours and
it’s worth it.
Let’s save it!
Let’s go go go
Let’s Save our seas,
this could be our
passion,
it could be our last
We could love it,
could we not?

A synthesis of surf time & space
with Billy Hamilton ‘76 to ‘07.

Individual, style, sensations,
exchange of energy…

“The names change but the wave
remains the same.”

Every wave, distinct...
from one movement to the next...
surf...there is no stagnation-only
constant newness. ...Some waves
an open canvas, some a game of
chess, mostly though here-and-now
type...spontaneous reaction to the
energy... In such a wide variable
range of sporadic movement and
space...Surf with the mind open,
react to a situation as it appears,
and utilize whatever maneuver it
takes to get to the next experience.”

Billy Hamilton is a surfer
and surfboard shaper. Billy’s style
is the main ingredient in all he
does! If you surf, you know that;
if you don’t, a brief surf history
lesson... Hamilton started surfing
in 1959 up and down the California
and Baja coast with the likes of
“accomplished watermen” Yater,
Morey, Carson, Fain, Fury, Doyle,
Cabell, Weber, Munoz the Patterson
bros., Cannon, Richards, Dora, and
Edwards.
What can one “do” on
top of a surfboard? Style, of
course, is key...and there are so
many variations and approaches.
Both Edwards and Doras style
shaped Hamilton’s “early surfing
experience.” The “pazazz” of these
surfers appealed to Hamilton’s
basic nature.
In 1963 Hamilton was a
member of the Windansea Surf
Club in CA. He surfed the Makaha
Championships the next year in
Hawai’i. In 1966, he returned to
Hawai’i one of the most popular
surfers around. MacGillivray &
Freeman chose him to costar in
two surf films, “Free and Easy” and
“Sunshine Sea”. Billy was never
inclined toward competition and
continued his ascent to legend
status.
He began shaping in 1967.
He shaped for the likes of Country
Surfboards, Chuck Dent and
Lightning Bolt. In 1976, Hamilton
was in the movie “Big Wednesday”.
Hamilton began shaping under the
Bear label depicted in the movie
throughout the 80’s. Hamilton,
a Kaua’i resident, now shapes
custom boards under the Billy
Hamilton label in Hanalei. His
son Lyon is an accomplished
artist and surfer, and son Laird is
a professional waterman and big
wave surfer.

		
“There is a magnificent
feeling to surfing that encompasses
all the powers that a human being
uses to exist in life. Compared with
all the other motion sports, riding
a mountain of ever-changing water
molecules is probably closer to a
cosmic reality than we realize.”
“Judgment, or the ability to
coordinate your reflexes and timing
with the moving picture is something
that is acquired from years of trial and
error.”
“...Balance or the sense of
body equilibrium in relationship to
the situation is a key factor in surfing
naturally, but most important is the
“FEELING” of balance. This is an
instinct that we’re born with...”
“...Effort is the glue that holds and
directs the instinct of the action.”
“…You take when the water gives
and you give when the water takes.
It’s a constant interplay of bold
confrontations and mellow respect.”
Surfers move through the
water varying and defining their
experience...all individuals.... Some
smooth, precise; others not so
refined, yet from the same mold...
flamboyant, in a
rather nervous
way, “as if the
surfboard were a
moving stage.”

“...surfing a vehicle like this
was not a whip and snap like it is
today; nevertheless, it did take a
great deal of skill to move those big
boards around. It was a slow longline process, so one had plenty of
time to compensate for the forces at
hand.”
“After about six years of
concentrated effort, perfecting turns,
cutbacks, nose rides, etc., I became
aware of the total correlation of man,
surfboard and wave. This discovery
had a profound effect on my surfing,
and sent me one step further into a
new dimension - the flow.”
“The whole initiative as a
human race lies in our own decision
making that we do the minute that
we wake up…” Hamilton cares for
the sea and takes environmental
matters seriously. He is currently
growing balsa trees that he plans to
harvest for surfboards,
See an interview with Billy
and his surfing dog in Hanalei on
www.youtube.com/sosbluetube.
Adapted from surfer magazine
March Vol. 16, No .6 1976 & surfline.
com. & an interview with Terry Lilley
in 2007.

Become part of the SOS TEAM !
We appreciate your charitable support

Name

SOS Underwriters & Sponsors: Lynn R. & Karl E. Prickett Fund,

Congdon-Jeffers Group, Inc,
Falko Partners, Sherri and Michael Crichton; The Cvengros Family; Bill and Sandi Strong; The Frey Family

MEMBERSHIP: Join The TEAM
SOS STUDENT Member (to 17)
SOS Member (Incl. sticker & Shirt) Size__________

FREE
$40
$45
Other Membership Donation
$_________
SOS Charter Member
$500
Design__________
Size______ $35
SOS Tor black); Size___________
$25
T-shirt (ash

Address

City, State & Zip Code
E-mail

SOS Sponsorship

Phone
Method of Payment

Visa

Cash

MasterCard

Check

American Express

Money Order

Discover

Exp. date

Credit Card #
Signature

Yearly Donation

Swimmer
Surfer
Diver
Mariner
Voyager
Navigator
Guardian
Other Sponsorship Donation

$ 1,000
$ 2,500
$ 5,000
$ 10,000
$ 25,000
$ 50,000
$ 100,000
$_______

SOS welcomes equipment contributions or items for upcoming benefits

SOS respects your privacy. All information is confidential.

Please Make Checks Payable
To: Save our Seas

Save Our Seas is a 501(c)3 nonnon-profit taxtax-exempt
organization. All contributions are taxtax-deductible to the

PO Box 813

extent provided by U.S. Tax law.

Hanalei, HI 96714

SOS Federal Tax EIN 9999-0318493

(808) 651651-3452

SOS Shirts
Old School $35

Limtied Edition Designs from Jimmy Phillips Studios
www.jimphillips.com - printed with Soy based inks
See www.saveourseas.org for more great gear!

SOS “Wahine” $35

Bar Wars $35
“SOS Wave” Front

Mahalo Nui Loa!
Thank you so much for your generous support!

FRONT POCKET!

“SOS Wave” Front

This document serves as a record of your donation.
All contributions are taxtax-deductible to the extent provided by U.S. Tax law.

Name __________________________________________
Donation Amount $____________________________________
SOS Representative Signature ____________________________
Save Our Seas is a 501(c)3 non-profit tax-exempt organization.
“Wahine”
“Old School” Back
SOS SOS
Federal
Tax EINBack
99-0318493

A Center 4 Well Being
Aquatics Kaua’i
Art and Soul
Art to Wear Kaua’i
Arts Out Loud
Backdoor Hanalei
BarAcuda
Banana Patch Studio
Beach Boys at Kalapaki
Black Pearl Hanalei
Blossoming Lotus
Bounty Music
Bruce Irons
Buff Toulon
Charmaine Pesnell
Deb Caperton
David Dinner
Deep Sea Ocean Water
Emily Hellen Krause Photography
Fire Dancers
For Earth
Garden Ponds
Geckoline USA
Glass Shack
Grand Hyatt Kauai
Guy Adolphe
Hale Le`a Family Medical Clinic
Hanalei Gourmet
Hanalei Surf
Havaiki Oceanic
Hawaii Magazine
Hawaii Surf Clinic

Hawaiian Surfing Adventures
Healthy Hut
Heli USA
Hot Lava Sunglasses
Ibbie White & Abdul Al-Shamma
Island Soap and Candle
Freddie’s Upholstery
Gem Guides
Jai Roberts
Java Kai
Jessi Walker
JMD Beverage
Joe`s on the Green
Kalypso
Kaua’i Aquatics Scuba
Kaua’i Nut Roasters
Kaua’i Arts
Kaua’i Recycling for the Arts
Kayak Hanalei
Kayak Kaua`i
Kiawe Grill, Waiohai Beach Club
Kilauea Fish Market
Kimi Sadayama
KUPI Photography
Lakshmi Interiors
Lighthouse Bistro
Mac Support
Marias’ Keiki Learning School
Nani Kauai Gallery
Norbertos’

North Shore Creations
Ocean Vodka
Outfitters Kauai
Palm Palm
Papaya’s Hanalei
Papaya’s Kapa’a
Patrice Pendarvis
Pilates Kauai
Princeville Hotel
Regenerations Botanical Garden
Robin Pearl Graphics
Salon U’ilani
Sand People
Selena Cole
Small Town Coffee Co.
Studio 203 -Aveda Salon
Syntallating Chef Services
The Root
Time and Space Gallery
Titus Kinimaka
Tropical Tantrum
Verena Widmer
Watersports Adventures
Will Squyres HelicopterTours
Wizard Publications

P.O. Box 813, Hanalei, HI 96714
SOS@SaveOurSeas.Org Telephone: (808) 651651-3452 www.SaveOurSeas.Org

Sleeve Designs

“Bar Wars” Back
(Original Design from the ‘70’s)

Proceeds Benefit, Save Our Seas,
Pack Your Trash & Pleasure Point Night Fighters.

Mahalo to the dedicated SOS volunteers that make it all possible!
Become an SOS Sponsor and Underwriter! It’s tax Deductible and Makes You Feel Good!

“Sustainability through hands-on learning, curriculum, and research” by Dr. Carl Stepath

Sending out an SOS ( Save Our Sharks ): Sharkwater:  Ya gotta see this movie
The creature we fear the most needs our help: The shark.
They are the most threatened group of species in the ocean right now. On earth since the beginning, relatively
unchanged for 500 million years. Surviving five major extinctions. Living in balance as top predator and influencing
the evolution of all life.

World shark populations are down 90%. Why?
The major cause is the shark finning industry and the media’s portrayal of them as evil monsters.
Still alive, their fins and jaws are sliced off. Then the bodies are thrown away to drown.
The fins are taken for shark fin soup. Seen as a status symbol of wealth in China for many years, fins have gained
enormous popularity. Rivaled in profit only by the illegal drug trade, shark fins have now come to the world wide
market in the form of a pill. Sold as a supplement, shark cartilage is marketed as having health benefits for arthritis,
cancer, and energy transferred from the sharks stamina. These statements are false.
As an apex predator of the sea, they build up toxins and heavy metals like mercury from what they eat. These
toxins that are put in the oceans by us are concentrated in big predators such as tuna, sailfish, swordfish, and
sharks. Shark jaws and teeth are sold as souvenirs in an unregulated curio trade.

There are no protections for sharks.
The media has destroyed the shark’s image, making people not want to
fight for their protection.
Captain Paul Watson of The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society has
done incredible work to protect sea life, endangering his own life and
ships in the defense of our oceans and what is beneath the surface.
Rob Stewart, creator of the film Shark Water, and Sea Shepherd joined
forces to expose exactly what is happening to sharks. It took everything
Rob had to complete this film. He risked his life to save the most
threatened species in the world by bringing the images in this film to the
public’s eye. A winner of no less than 22 International awards.
This environmental thriller is finally giving sharks the respect they deserve. It gives you a new perception and image
into the underwater world so foreign to most of us. Opening up a doorway that is not intimidating to let you in
without fear and to remain open to everything you experience. Seeing it as positive not negative because of what
you may not know.
As a scuba diving instructor, I can tell you first hand that sharks are beautiful, incredible and as perfect as anything
could be. If you ever get the chance, go on a shark snorkel or dive to support shark tourism. This movie has
compelled me to join Sea Shepherd Conservation Society in the near future on one of their many missions as a
volunteer.

To see the movie for yourself and to take action go to www.sharkwater.com
There are many opportunities to save sharks such as not buying fish caught by long line (go to www.oceana.org
for a fish buying guide) or shark products (example: shark cartilage ), and
telling your local stores not to carry any. Www.sharktrust.com has pre-written
letters to give to stores and other actions you can take. To learn more about
S.S.C.S. see www.seashepherd.org

SOS supports marine and coastal learning projects for K-12 teachers, with schools becoming models of
sustainable living. SaveOurSeas.org staff are education experts dedicated to a sustainable future, and we have
implemented numerous education programs on Kaua’i, Hawai’i since 1995. The support we give local teachers is
for holistic and culturally-based meaningful science that improves resource management. This promotes learning
from watersheds and coral reefs, thereby increasing science understanding and related educational outcomes.
Our professional development programs work to preserve, protect and restore our natural environment for future
generations.
Hands-on learning increases student’s academic performance, enthusiasm and engagement for learning.
It encourages greater pride and ownership of the environment. A direct connection is made with the natural
environment through aquatic ecology and monitoring. External sharing and communication provides meaningful
outdoor experiences that integrate learning, while developing communication to share with others and building
capacity. The understanding of catchment to reef relationships is enhanced, and children learn to build real
projects. A core group
of “watershed and
ocean education”
mentors model learning
and share pedagogical
experiences.

Ahupua’a
is Hawaiian for
watershed, and these
culturally significant
teaching locations
demonstrate holistic
science principles.
We learn about a
sustainable Ahupua’a
through curriculum
implementation and
aquatic monitoring,
data analysis
and community
presentations.
Science is learned in
watersheds (including coral reefs), and addresses “No child left behind” outcomes, so awareness is raised and
stewardship action skills enhanced. We support hands-on teaching theories and practices concerning coastal
areas, reefs and watersheds.
A framework is established to promote sustainable use of natural resources, encourage cultural
understanding, and implement sustainable futures through watershed management. We learn to identify and
reinforce key concepts, develop understanding through prior experiences and skills, develop community
resilience to hazards, connect to natural surroundings through real life relevance, and respond to change and
developments in our natural world.
“Education is a driving force for the change” (United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development: draft international implementation scheme, 2004), and SaveOurSeas.org provides a venue for
learning sustainability and science-based resource management.

Keep informed on current issues with www.sharkalliance.com, www.gct.
org, www.savingsharks.com, www.wildaid.org, www.cocosisland.org, www.
iemanyaoceania.org, and www.tortugamarina.org. Please do not buy shark
products! You can still get cool million + year old fossilized shark teeth and
not support live shark killing!

The new Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (the nations largest national marine
monumnet) is located in Hawai’i. Kaua’i is perfect for implementing marine and coastal environmental education
programs, since it is next to this wonderful marine area. It provides an ideal location for education research
on sustainability. Our research provides evaluation, improvement indicators, and tools for improvement of our
programs.

Keep your fins wet! - The Silver Surfer

www.saveourseas.org

!

Advertising rates:

The MiracLe We call COCONUT

Outside Back Cover - $ 1500

by Nai’a & MakaNani KaiAloha

7-1/4 inches x 9-3/4 inches
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Full Page - $ 800
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The world knows of Miracles in many shapes
and sizes, colors and mysteries...
All beyond our full comprehension, yet all a very
real part of our lives. In nature, there exists many
of these miracles... The Coconut is one of the
most amazing miracles we have yet discovered.
Simply stated, the Coconut Palm is the most
useful plant in the tropics. Whether you know
it as “Cocos nucifera” in its scientific name,
“Niu” in the Hawaiian Olelo or simply “Coco”;
the Coconut has been in the Pacific islands for
many centuries. There are fossil records that
date back to 3000 B.C. and its history is long
and celebrated.
Many of us are familiar with the coconut in some
fashion or another. Whether it be the candy-like
coating found on cakes or other sweets, the milk
and oils used in cooking and suntan lotions, the
water and meat used in medicinal applications
or simply its stately presence that we love to see
against the backdrop of tropical settings, each
of us has had our own experience with this King
of all island plants. But few of us have learned
of the deeper truths contained in this miracle we
call coconut.
“Miracle?” you may ask... What could be so
miraculous about a nut that weighs as much as a
bowling ball and grows in your neighbor’s yard?
Well, let us offer this first story as an insight.
During World War II, when the Pacific islands
saw their share of combat, the Coconut began
to demonstrate one of its many miracles. When
battles turned ugly, the military surgeons and
physicians followed truths that the islanders
seemed to have known for centuries... They
turned to the Coconut.
They used many of the plants properties for
many things... From the fronds, to the clothlike sheath... From the shell to the meat, almost
every part of the coconut was used in amazing
ways. They used it for bandaging, building
make-shift operating rooms, even grafting areas
of bone and skull... Bones and skulls uncovered
from ancient sites on O’ahu also confirm that
Hawaiians used the hard shell of the Coconut for
the same purposes.

But the most miraculous of these uses came when blood and
plasma were in short supply during WWII. The surgeons and doctors
simply poured coconut water into the veins of soldiers in dire need
of new blood... Poured it straight through an IV and into the blood
stream of the dying soldiers! To the surgeons’ great surprise, and the
soldier’s great relief, many of the would be fatalities of war, lived long
lives to tell of their personal miraculous encounter with the coconut.
These stories are not surprising when modern medical science has
discovered that the water from the Coconut contains natural antibacterial and anti-viral properties that not only helps to re-hydrate
us, but strengthens our blood and immune systems at the same
time.
And even more surprising, the Coconut water, the “Niu Wai”
contains natural electrolytes... That’s the stuff they claim to be so
valuable in Gatorade and other sport drinks. It is the stuff that gives
our blood that extra boost that we need under high stress situations,
whether it be to heal or to lift off above the rim. People make it to
put into sport drinks... Nature makes it to put into us!
These may seem like unreal properties, exactly what is required
of every Miracle! But don’t just take our word for it... Try it for
yourselves the next time you are at a farmers market! Ask them
to select a medium to young aged Coco for you and then, after
watching them deftly open it for you (an art in and of itself), drink
the water, and notice how you feel! You will find that it has a sweet,
even effervescent quality and seems to make you walk a little lighter
when you are finished. And when you are done, don’t just toss away
the shell... Return back to that same person who lovingly collected,
then opened your coco, and ask them to cut it all the way open.
Contained inside is the next miracle... the meat of the coco, along
with all of the oils and natural healing properties that coconut meat
contains!
The meat of the Coconut is where we will pick-up next time as
we continue our journey into discovering “The Miracle We Call
Coconut!”
KaiAloha 2008

Everything that now lives in Hawai’i came from somewhere: from the first
plant spores carried upon wind and sea as “pioneer species”, to the native Hawaiian Hoary Bat - Ope’ape’a - Lasiurus cinereus semotus: The only
“true” native Hawaiian mammal. See www.batcon.org &
www.honoluluzoo.org for more info on this unique endangered species.

SOS P.O. Box 813 Hanalei, Hawai’i 96714
(808) 651-3452      SOS@SaveOurSeas.Org

